RYA Day Skipper Theory Course Distance
Learning course
Busy life? Short of time to dedicate to a 5 day Day Skipper Theory classroom based course? Then consider
this online option: All the RYA theory courses that we offer can now be completed online both at home or at
sea, depending on your unique preferences and personal situation.
This RYA Day Skipper shorebased course is aimed towards semi-experienced
sailors, who are looking to further their skills and get the Day Skipper
qualification.
If you have already completed the RYA Essential Navigation & Seamanship
syllabus or have reasonable boating experience, and wish to be a fully qualified
Skipper but short of time to undertake a 5 day shorebased course, then this RYA
Day Skipper correspondence course may just suit you. Note these courses will
run on both MAC and Windows platforms.
When you sign up for our RYA Day Skipper online training course, you will have
regular access to your own tutor, who will help you to get through the various
modules, and Tutor Marked Assignments (TMA's) in your own timeframe whilst
providing expert guidance and invaluable tuition each and every step of the way.
Being able to learn either at home or at sea offers unrivalled flexibility
This is the second of the RYA Theory courses and covers both Power and Sail. The course is suitable for the
beginner and for those who need to have a good grounding in the theory. This fully interactive course covers
the complete RYA Day Skipper syllabus and is greatly enhanced with 370+ animations, relevant items of
navigational history and cartoons. We make your learning both interesting and fun.
The course is fully interactive and covers the full RYA Dayskipper theory course. Step by step instructions
with many colour illustrations plus the animations guide you through the course. You are allocated your own
personal tutor who will mark your assessments and final exams. You can always contact your tutor if you
need to clarify your learning. Ocean Training do find, that their students get very high marks owing to the
step by step instructions and high quality of our course material.
The RYA Shorebased Day Skipper course is an absolute essential requirement if you wish to proceed to the
RYA Day Skipper practical course. During any practical course the instructor has enough to do to teach you
safety, and handling the boat and will not have time to teach you the basics of navigation, collision
regulations, meteorology, electronic chartwork etc.
You are allocated your own personal tutor who will mark your assessments and final exams. You can always
contact your tutor if you need to clarify your learning. The course is ideal for both Power and Sail.
The course pack consists of:Full Ocean Training Interactive Course
375+ Animated Graphics to aid your learning
2 Training Charts
Training Almanac
Electronic Chart Tutor and Simulator
Your own personal tutor with whom you will correspond by e-mail
Final Examinations
Full RYA Certification upon completion
The electronic chart plotting simulator is included. This enables the student to get a full grasp of
electronic chart plotting techniques and even includes a simulated vessel which can be used both for
passage planning and simulated voyages.
Comes on a USB stick so that you get all the coursework upfront. (Ideal for slow or poor internet
connection - True "Plug & Play"
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